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INTRODUCTION
============

In vertebrate rod photoreceptors, light isomerizes the 11-cis retinal chromophore of rhodopsin to begin the act of vision. Photoexcited rhodopsin activates transducin, which stimulates cGMP hydrolysis by PDE. The fall in cGMP closes cyclic-nucleotide-gated (CNG) channels, terminates the influx of Na^+^ and Ca^2+^, and hyperpolarizes the rod. The system begins to recover with the phosphorylation of rhodopsin and the binding of arrestin. Transducin and PDE shut off after hydrolysis of GTP due to the intrinsic GTPase activity of transducin. In addition, the light-induced fall in intracellular Ca^2+^ stimulates cGMP synthesis, which facilitates channel reopening. This collective scheme of reactions, termed the phototransduction cascade, provides for highly amplified, reproducible responses to single photons (for reviews see [@bib55]; [@bib13]).

Isomerization of the chromophore by light destabilizes the visual pigment, causing it to dissociate into opsin and all-trans retinal (ATR). Retinal is reduced to retinol and shuttled to the adjacent pigment epithelium, where it is converted back into 11-cis retinal. 11-Cis retinal then is translocated to the rod to regenerate visual pigment, completing the visual cycle (for reviews see [@bib49], [@bib56]; [@bib37]). Since rod outer segments contain ∼3 mM visual pigment (e.g., [@bib20]), bleaching can result in millimolar concentrations of retinal and retinol within the outer segment. Thus, the recent discovery that submicromolar concentrations of retinal and retinol inhibit cGMP-gated channels in membrane patches ([@bib10]) raises the possibility that light absorbed by the visual pigment could bypass the phototransduction cascade and close channels directly. In the human retina rhodopsin regeneration after exposure to bright light proceeds with a time constant of ∼360 s. This corresponds to an accumulation of 11-cis retinal inside the rod at a rate of several micromolar per second. If a fraction of this retinal were to bind to the channels in the plasma membrane, then 11-cis retinal might paradoxically mediate an action that opposes dark adaptation. In this study, we explored the conditions required to observe retinoid inhibition of CNG channels in intact rods in order to assess its role in light and dark adaptation.

A preliminary report has appeared in abstract form ([@bib50]. *Biophys. J*. 86:292a; McCabe, S.L., Q. He, P.D. Calvert, C.L. Makino, and A.L. Zimmerman. 2005. *Biophys. J*. 88:508a).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Tissue Preparation
------------------

Tiger salamanders, *Ambystoma tigrinum* (Sullivan), were dark adapted overnight before use. Salamanders were anesthetized in cold water and decapitated; the brain and spinal cord were pithed and the eyes removed. The eyes were then hemisected and the retinas isolated and stored on ice in Ringer\'s solution. These manipulations were performed in infrared light for suction electrode experiments and in room light for patch clamp experiments. Ringer\'s solution contained (in mM) 108 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.0 MgCl~2~, 1.5 CaCl~2~, 0.02 EDTA, 10 glucose, 10 HEPES, pH 7.6, and was bubbled with 95% O~2~/5% CO~2~. EDTA was omitted in some experiments with 11-cis retinal and in the measurements of PDE and guanylate cyclase activities. For patch clamp experiments, the Ringer\'s solution contained (in mM) 111 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.5 MgCl~2~, 1.0 CaCl~2~, 0.01 EDTA, 10 glucose, 3 HEPES and was not bubbled with 95% O~2~/5% CO~2~.

For suction electrode experiments, retinal samples were minced, transferred to a 130-μl experimental chamber made from plexiglass and sapphire, and perfused continuously at room temperature. For patch clamp experiments, isolated rods or detached rod outer segments were obtained by repeatedly dipping small pieces of retina into the cell chamber (a glass Petri dish), which had been precoated with poly-[d]{.smallcaps}-lysine. This large, 20-ml chamber was not continuously perfused.

Patch Clamp Experiments
-----------------------

Standard patch clamp methods ([@bib61]) were used to record currents from excised, inside-out membrane patches pulled from outer segments (either from isolated rod outer segments or from the outer segments of intact isolated rods). Pipette openings were typically 0.5--1.5 μm in diameter before fire polishing, with resistances of 5--20 MΩ. All recordings were obtained at room temperature. To prevent pore block by divalent cations ([@bib22]; [@bib72]; [@bib45]) and thereby maximize currents, both sides of the patches (pipette and bath) were bathed in a low-divalent sodium solution consisting of 130 mM NaCl, 500 μM EDTA, and 2 mM HEPES, pH 7.2. The CNG channels were activated by adding 2 mM cGMP to the solution bathing the intracellular surface of the patch.

Patch currents were recorded in response to 100-ms voltage pulses to −100, −50, +50, and +100 mV from a holding potential of 0 mV. Leak currents obtained in the absence of cGMP were subtracted from each record. Recordings were made with an Axopatch 1B or an Axopatch 200 patch clamp amplifier (Axon Instruments, Inc.). The output of the amplifier was connected to a Macintosh Quadra or G4 computer running Pulse software (Instrutech). The data were low-pass filtered with an 8-pole Bessel filter (Frequency Devices) with a cutoff frequency (−3 dB point) of 2 kHz, and digitized at 10 kHz to prevent aliasing. Data were analyzed with IgorPro software (WaveMetrics).

All currents were measured in the steady state after completion of voltage-dependent gating ([@bib31]) and before significant ion depletion effects had occurred ([@bib73]). ATR was applied to patches only after completion of the spontaneous increase in apparent cGMP affinity of the channel due to dephosphorylation by endogenous patch-associated phosphatases ([@bib17]). This increase in apparent cGMP affinity took tens of minutes and was monitored by sampling the current periodically at a subsaturating cGMP concentration (10 μM), while incubating the patch the rest of the time in saturating cGMP (2 mM).

ATR was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Stock solutions (100 or 500 μM) were made in 100% ethanol and kept in amber glass vials in a light tight container at −80 or −20°C until use. The purity and stability of the ATR stock were checked periodically by measuring its absorption spectrum (200--800 nm) with a Beckman DU640 spectrophotometer. ATR was applied to the intracellular surface of patches by removing 50% of the bath volume, vigorously mixing the retinoid stock into this solution using a glass Pasteur pipette in a glass beaker, and then transferring this solution back into the remaining bath and mixing again. The highest concentration of ethanol, 0.1%, applied to any patch had no effect on cGMP-activated current or on the seal resistance. Petri dishes and agar bridges were replaced after each ATR experiment to eliminate the possibility of contamination by previous solutions. ATR was applied to patches under dim room lighting. Spectroscopic measurements showed that no degradation of ATR occurred under these conditions; however, degradation was apparent in brighter room light. After each addition of ATR, the current was monitored for about an hour to ensure that a steady state of channel activity had been attained. The long time course of these experiments precluded measurements of more than two ATR concentrations per patch. The seal resistance between the membrane and the electrode was rechecked at the end of each experiment by applying the low divalent solution to the patch through a glass capillary tube anchored in the bath.

Suction Electrode Recordings of Single Rods
-------------------------------------------

Isolation of intact rod photoreceptors was performed as described above. Rods were drawn, inner segment first, into a fire-polished micropipette (suction electrode) attached to the head stage of a patch clamp amplifier (Axopatch 200A; Axon Instruments). The output of the amplifier was low pass filtered at 30 Hz (−3 dB, 8-pole Bessel filter, Frequency Devices), digitized at 400 Hz using Pulse software, and stored for later analysis on a MacIntosh computer as described previously ([@bib43]). No corrections were made for the delay introduced by low pass filtering. Flashes were produced by light from a xenon arc lamp passed through an electronic shutter (Uniblitz), calibrated interference and neutral density filters (Omega Optical), and an electronic shutter. The light was calibrated with a digital photometer (UDT 350; Graseby) through a 200-μm diameter pinhole, placed at the level of the preparation. At the beginning of each recording, the rod was exposed to flashes at 440 and at 500 nm to determine the spectral type. All experiments were performed on "red rods." Test flashes and bleaching exposures thereafter were restricted to 500 nm.

In some experiments, 11-cis retinal (a gift from R. Crouch and the National Eye Institute, Bethesda, MD) in a 0.1% ethanolic solution was injected into the chamber to give a final concentration of ∼25 μM. In most experiments, however, rods were perfused with 9-cis retinal (Sigma-Aldrich), 11-cis retinal, or cellular retinoid binding protein (CRBP) II from glass syringes through delivery tubes using a motorized drive (Motor-Mike; Oriel) in order to improve control over and to extend the duration of retinoid exposure. Ringer\'s solution with retinal also contained 0.1 mg/ml fatty acid--free BSA (Sigma-Aldrich). After it became clear that long perfusions were necessary, we began to chill the syringes with freezer packs to discourage thermal isomerization or breakdown of the retinoids. The delivery tubes were not chilled so the retinoid and CRBP II solutions warmed to room temperature before entering the experimental chamber. For a nominal concentration of 30 μM loaded into the perfusion syringe, the measured concentration emerging from the tube that delivered retinoid to the bath ranged from 1 to 7 μM. Retinoid concentrations were determined using extinction coefficients given for 9-cis and 11-cis retinal in ethanol: 36,100 and 24,935 M^−1^cm^−1^, respectively ([@bib59]; [@bib2]). The true concentrations may have been about twofold higher because the extinction coefficients of retinoids decrease with hydration ([@bib63]). Degradation of retinal (compare [@bib63]) and adsorption to the syringe and tubing ([@bib36]) may have been additional sources of discrepancies. Recombinant CRBP II was prepared as described previously ([@bib11]) and stored in 0.1 M imidazole acetate, pH 6--7 at −20°C. It was diluted with Ringer\'s solution before use and was applied extracellularly.

An estimate of the fractional pigment bleach was made using the relationship:$$\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{document}
\begin{equation*}{\mathrm{F}}=1-{\mathrm{exp}}(-{\mathrm{Ipt}}),\end{equation*}\end{document}$$where I is the light intensity at 500 nm, p (6.9 × 10^−9^μm^2^ per photon) is the transverse photosensitivity of the rod to unpolarized light at 500 nm ([@bib44]), and t is the duration of light exposure. IgorPro software (version 5.0.3, Wavemetrics) was used for data analysis.

Measurements of PDE and Guanylate Cyclase Activities
----------------------------------------------------

The enzymatic rates of cGMP phosphodiesterase (PDE) and guanylate cyclase (GC), were determined using a technique first developed by [@bib24] and later employed by [@bib6] (see also [@bib33]; [@bib5]). In brief, the concentration of cGMP in the cell is controlled by a balance between its synthesis by GC (with rate α) and its hydrolysis by PDE (with rate β) and is given by$$\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}\frac{{\partial}}{{\partial}t}[{\mathrm{cGMP}}]={\alpha}-{\beta}[{\mathrm{cGMP}}].\end{equation*}\end{document}$$

The cGMP-dependent current, *j*, is given by$$\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}\frac{j}{j_{m}}=\frac{[{\mathrm{cGMP}}]^{n}}{K_{1/2}^{n}+[{\mathrm{cGMP}}]^{n}},\end{equation*}\end{document}$$where j~m~ is the maximal current, \[cGMP\] is the concentration of free cGMP, *K* ~1/2~ is the cGMP concentration required to activate half of the channels, and *n* is the Hill coefficient, assumed to be 3. Combining [Eqs. 2](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [3](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"} and taking into account that for *j~m~* ≫ *j*, *j*/(*j~m~* − *j*) ≈ *j*/*j~m~*, the relationship between the change in current and the rates of GC and PDE activities is given by$$\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}\frac{{\partial}}{{\partial}t} \left \left[K_{1/2} \left \left(\frac{j}{j_{m}}\right) \right ^{1/n}\right] \right ={\alpha}-{\beta}K_{1/2} \left \left(\frac{j}{j_{m}}\right) \right ^{1/n}.\end{equation*}\end{document}$$

The rate of GC, α, was estimated by rapidly jumping the cell into a solution containing 500 μM 3-isobuty1-1-methylxanthine (IBMX), which directly inhibited PDE (β ≅ 0). Assuming that *j~m~*, *K* ~1/2~, and *n* remain constant immediately after a solution change ([@bib24]; [@bib6]; [@bib33]), then the relative activity of GC is given by$$\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{document}
\begin{equation*}\frac{{\partial}}{{\partial}t} \left \left(\frac{j}{j_{c}}\right) \right ^{1/n}=\frac{{\alpha}}{{\alpha}_{c}},\end{equation*}\end{document}$$where *j* and α represent circulating current and GC activity, respectively, after retinoid treatment or rhodopsin bleach, relative to the dark-adapted, control condition (denoted by the subscript "*c*").

In a similar way, and using the same assumptions, the relative rate of PDE was estimated by rapidly jumping the cell into a solution in which Li^+^ was substituted for Na^+^. Li^+^ permeates the CNG channel and supports the circulating current, but it disables Ca^2+^ extrusion via the Na^+^/Ca^2+^-K^+^ exchanger ([@bib71]; [@bib69]). As a result, intracellular Ca^2+^ increases rapidly and inhibits GC ([@bib25]). The relative activity of PDE in this case is given by$$\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}-{\mathrm{ln}} \left \left(\frac{J}{J_{c}}\right) \right ^{1/n}=\frac{{\beta}}{{\beta}_{c}},\end{equation*}\end{document}$$where *J* = *j*/*j* ~0~ and *j* ~0~ is the circulating current present before the jump into Li^+^, and β represents the PDE activity after retinoid treatment or rhodopsin bleach, relative to the dark-adapted control condition (denoted by the subscript "*c*"). The microperfusion system for rapidly delivering test solutions of IBMX or Li^+^ solution to cells is described by [@bib33], [@bib5], and [@bib8]. 11-cis retinal was added to rods by injecting a bolus into the chamber with the bulk perfusion shut off.

Microspectrophotometry
----------------------

The microspectrophotometer (MSP) was originally constructed for T.P. Williams at Florida State University. It was designed after the single beam, photon counting apparatus of [@bib40] with modifications to enable scanning into the ultraviolet ([@bib42]). The objective and condenser were replaced with quartz optics and an automated, piezo electric--driven focusing mechanism was installed to compensate for chromatic aberration.

A small sample of retina was dissociated mechanically on a 25 × 40-mm \#1 quartz coverslip (Electron Microscopy Services). Coverslips were precoated with poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine to make the rods adhere ([@bib48]). Double-sided tape was placed lengthwise on the two edges of the coverslip and a 25 × 25-mm coverslip placed on top to create a "sandwich chamber." This chamber, which was ∼100 μm thick, allowed a drop of solution containing cellular retinal fragments and intact cells to be stabilized between coverslips. After a preparation was mounted in this way, the chamber was placed on the stage of the MSP.

The probe beam used for measurements had dimensions at the level of the preparation of a 0.5 × 4-μm rectangle or a 2 × 2-μm square. A Nicol prism polarized the incident light. The beam will be referred to as perpendicular when the electric vector was oriented orthogonal to the long axis of the outer segment. This configuration gave the highest absorbance for measurements of rhodopsin. Parallel polarization gave the highest absorbances for retinal and retinol.

Since the MSP is a single-beam instrument, spectral absorbance measurements were first made in a cell-free area. Spectral scanning was made at 2-nm intervals over the range 251--699 nm. Additional measurements were made with the beam focused through the outer segment of a single cell. The total spectrum (log(I~B~/I~S~)) was calculated automatically as the log of the ratio of photons counted that had passed through the cell-free zone (I~B~) to those counted that passed through the outer segment (I~S~) at each wavelength. Complete spectra measured and calculated in this way were stored on a personal computer for subsequent analysis. Individual spectral scans bleached \<1% of the rhodopsin. Retinal and CRBP II in Ringer\'s were delivered to the cells by placing a drop on one side of the experimental chamber. The fluid was drawn through the chamber by touching an absorbent Kimwipe to the opposite side. The chamber was perfused twice with retinoid in Ringer\'s solution and then again at intervals of 20 min or more. After an hour or more, the chamber was perfused once with Ringer\'s solution alone followed by Ringer\'s solution containing CRBP II. Perfusion with CRBP II was repeated as often as every 25--30 min. In control experiments, two exchanges with water successfully removed \>99% of a dye from the chamber, suggesting that this procedure resulted in virtually complete solution replacement within the chamber.

RESULTS
=======

Retinoid Inhibition of Excised Native Channels
----------------------------------------------

Cyclic GMP-gated channels expressed in *Xenopus* oocytes are subject to powerful inhibition by submicromolar concentrations of retinoids ([@bib10]; [@bib50]; [@bib27]). However, the behavior of native channels may not match that of expressed channels due to differences in their exact subunit stoichiometry, posttranslational modifications, interactions with other proteins or other factors (for review see [@bib32]). In addition, there could be species differences. Since we planned experiments on intact amphibian rods whereas the heterologously expressed channels were mammalian, it was important to test native amphibian channels for retinoid inhibition.

Membrane patches were excised from salamander rods in the inside-out configuration, and currents across the membrane were recorded in response to voltage steps with and without cGMP. As reported previously, sensitivity of the channels to cGMP gradually increased after excision, due to ongoing dephosphorylation of residues by phosphatase activity associated with the patch ([@bib17]; [@bib52]). Therefore, ATR was withheld for 15--60 min, until cGMP sensitivity stabilized. In the presence of saturating cGMP, addition of submicromolar amounts of ATR caused a dose-dependent reduction in current at all voltages tested ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The onset of inhibition was variable and slow, requiring tens of minutes to reach steady state ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). On average, half the current was lost in the presence of 250 nM ATR ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, in saturating cGMP, the inhibitory effect of ATR applied to the intracellular face was similar for membrane patches containing native salamander channels or cloned mammalian channels ([@bib10]; [@bib50]; [@bib27]).

![Inhibition of native rod channels by ATR. (A) Decrement in current in a membrane patch excised from a salamander rod outer segment after exposure to ATR. The minimum exposure was ∼1 h at each concentration to allow inhibition to reach steady state. Membrane voltage was stepped from a holding potential of 0 to ±100 mV in 50-mV increments at a saturating cGMP concentration. Currents measured in the absence of cGMP were subtracted from each trace. (B) Time course of inhibition. In another membrane patch, the fractional current in saturating cGMP declined exponentially with a time constant of 15 min due to the presence of 1.0 μM ATR. (C) The dose--response relation for ATR. Symbols plot the fractional inhibition of the steady-state, cGMP-activated currents at 100 mV from nine patches. A fit of the results with 1 − r/r~max~ = \[ATR\]^n^/(IC~50~ ^n^ + \[ATR\]^n^) yielded an IC~50~ of 250 nM and a Hill coefficient of 1.5.](jgp1280473f01){#fig1}

Retinoid-induced Loss of the Circulating Current in Single Rods
---------------------------------------------------------------

In darkness, Na^+^ enters the rod through CNG channels in the outer segment. An equal number of K^+^ ions exit the rod through voltage-gated channels in the inner segment. We used a suction electrode to record the circulating current, and hence the activity of the cGMP-gated channels, from the rod inner segment, during perfusion of the exposed outer segment with retinoid. At intervals, a saturating flash was given to transiently close all the CNG channels. The amplitude of the response then provided a measure of the number of CNG channels that were open just before the flash. The flashes were not bright enough to bleach any significant amount of pigment, and in control experiments without retinal treatment, the number of open channels remained constant when test flashes were given once per minute for over an hour.

Although heterologously expressed channels in excised patches are most sensitive to ATR, 11-cis retinal and all-trans retinol are nearly as effective ([@bib10]). Presumably, native channels share this characteristic. We used 9- and 11-cis retinal because they would quench the cascade activity of any free opsin ([@bib6]; [@bib62]; [@bib46]; [@bib51]) that might still be present after dark adaptation overnight (compare [@bib67]; [@bib35]). Potentially then, 9-cis retinal could slightly increase the number of open cGMP-gated channels on the short term. Nevertheless, channel closure due to retinoid inhibition should prevail on the long term, after regeneration of the rod\'s entire complement of visual pigment.

Perfusion of rods with micromolar concentrations of 9-cis retinal slowly diminished their circulating current ([Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The time course varied considerably from cell to cell. Complete inhibition was never achieved because it developed so slowly. The greatest fractional inhibition observed in 26 cells was 0.55. 10 experiments with bath application of 11-cis retinal yielded similar results (unpublished data). This time course of inhibition was much slower than that measured in oocyte patches with ATR applied to the intracellular surface in the presence of saturating cGMP, but was consistent with that seen upon ATR application to the extracellular surface ([@bib50]). It is important to point out, however, that CNG channels in excised patches are much more sensitive to ATR inhibition at physiological levels of cGMP, which are far from saturating. Yet, the concentrations of retinal used on intact rods in these experiments were as much as an order of magnitude greater than that used on patches. With the exception of the two cells at the lowest retinal concentration that lacked an effect, the current never leveled off by 1 h, suggesting that inhibition had not reached steady state at any of the 9-cis retinal concentrations. Because of the slow time course of the inhibition, it was not possible to obtain a steady-state, dose--response relation, so [Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} presents the fractional inhibition at 1 h as a function of 9-cis retinal concentration. The concentration dependence is shallow, with a 0.12 fractional loss in current per log unit of retinal concentration.

![9-cis retinal--induced closure of channels in intact rods. (A) Slow decline in circulating current of a rod induced by 3 μM 9-cis retinal. Most of the circulating current was restored relatively rapidly after removal of the retinoids by extracellular perfusion with 0.3 μM CRBP II. Representative responses to saturating flashes are shown above (left to right): before treatment, after perfusion with 9-cis retinal for 1 h, and after washing with CRBP II. (B) Dependence of channel inhibition on \[9-cis retinal\]. Inhibition was assessed in 27 rods after a 60-min exposure to 9-cis retinal where each rod was only exposed to a single concentration of retinal. Linear regression of fractional inhibition against the logarithm of \[9-cis retinal\] (continuous line, r = 0.71) suggested a 0.12 loss in current per concentration decade.](jgp1280473f02){#fig2}

Channel closure was not simply the result of rod demise, because the effect was reversed when retinoids were removed with a binding protein. CRBP II has a low affinity for 9-cis retinal ([@bib39]), but it restored the current to 0.97 ± 0.01 of the starting value (mean ± SEM, *n* = 8), e.g., [Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The time required for channel inhibition to recover by 1/e was 31 ± 9 min (*n* = 7), much quicker than the onset of inhibition. In a control experiment, CRBP II had no effect on the circulating current of a rod that was not treated with retinoid. Thus cGMP-gated channels in intact rods were indeed susceptible to inhibition by retinoids applied externally. However, even with an exceedingly high dose of retinoid, inhibition followed a very slow time course.

Evidence Against Activation of Cascade Activity
-----------------------------------------------

It can be argued that very high doses of 9-cis and 11-cis retinal closed channels indirectly, by stimulating transduction cascade activity and lowering cGMP (compare [@bib34]). Two lines of evidence rule out this possibility. First, there were no changes in flash response kinetics or in relative sensitivity. Second, there was no change in PDE activity. Rods were exposed to a background light that generated cascade activity and suppressed ∼0.30 of the circulating current. An example is shown in [Fig. 3 (A--E)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Dim flashes, superimposed on this background light, elicited responses with faster times to peak and shorter integration time ([Fig. 3 D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Relative sensitivity, defined as the multiplicative inverse of the flash strength eliciting a half-maximal response, was reduced fourfold for this rod. On average, time to peak was twofold faster, integration time was 1.6-fold briefer, and relative sensitivity was twofold lower ([Fig. 3, F--H](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, perfusion of rods with 9-cis retinal to achieve the same fractional loss of circulating current had no effect on relative sensitivity ([Fig. 3, C, E, and H](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Although there were no significant changes in the mean values for time to peak and integration time of the dim flash response by an analysis of variance ([Fig. 3, F and G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), we noticed that in five of seven rods, integration time decreased slightly with 9-cis retinal (e.g., [Fig. 3 D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and then increased again with CRBP II. The importance of a decreased integration time will be discussed below. Flash response kinetics were sometimes slower after perfusion with CRBP II than at the beginning of the experiment, probably due to the long recording duration (\>3 h) and a gradual decline in the condition of the cells.

![Averaged responses of a rod to flashes A, in darkness; B, in dim steady light; and C, in darkness after perfusion with 9-cis retinal to achieve the same reduction in circulating current as produced by background light. Responses to trials before and after exposure to a background light were indistinguishable so they were combined. The intensity of the background light was 0.024 photons μm^−2^ at 500 nm. Flashes were given at time = 0 s. (D) Little effect of 9-cis retinal on dim flash response kinetics. Flashes eliciting responses that were \<20% of the maximal response were considered to be dim. Response kinetics were accelerated markedly by background light (gray trace) compared with the baseline condition (thin black trace), but not by retinoid treatment (bold, black trace). Responses were normalized by their peak amplitudes. (E) Lack of sensitivity change after 9-cis retinal treatment (baseline, open diamonds; 9-cis retinal treatment, black circles) in the rod whose responses are shown in A--C. Values for i~1/2,~ the flash strength giving rise to a half-maximal response, were 4 and 5 photons μm^−2^ for baseline and retinal-treated conditions, respectively. Dim background light did reduce sensitivity several-fold, shifting the stimulus--response relation (gray triangles) to the right. Continuous lines show fits with an empirical function: r/r~max~ = 1 − exp(−k~1~ + k~2~exp)−k~3~i))i) where k~1~, k~2~, and k~3~ are constants, as described in [@bib38]. Averaged values from seven rods for F, dim flash response time to peak; G, dim flash response integration time; and H, i~1/2~. Relative sensitivity is inversely proportional to i~1/2~. Error bars show the SEM.](jgp1280473f03){#fig3}

Next, we investigated the effect of retinoid application on PDE rate (see Materials and methods). Five rods were exposed to 11-cis retinal for 30--60 min. Even though the circulating current declined by a factor of 0.13--0.52, the PDE activity relative to the pretreatment level measured in these cells remained between 0.94 and 1.01, with a mean value of 0.96 ± 0.01. [Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of PDE measurements made from one rod before (thin line) and after (thick line) a 60-min exposure to 25 μM 11-cis retinal. Although the retinoid caused a 0.18 reduction in its circulating current, no change in PDE activity was observed. For comparison, a fraction of the rhodopsin was bleached in another rod to produce a burst of cascade activity that gradually subsided to a steady, elevated level due to the persistent activity of opsin ([Fig. 4 B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In this case, circulating current was reduced by a factor of 0.19 and PDE activity increased 2.2-fold. Treatment of the bleached rod with 11-cis retinal quenched opsin\'s activity by regenerating rhodopsin and returned the PDE activity to the prebleached level (unpublished data). These experiments demonstrate that the loss of circulating current during exposure of unbleached rods to retinal did not result from activation of the transduction cascade, as would be expected from exposure to light, but were instead consistent with direct channel inhibition.

![Lack of an increase in PDE activity after 11-cis retinal--induced loss of circulating current. Normalized current during steps into Li^+^ solution is plotted on semilogarithmic coordinates. The relative PDE rates are given by the ratio of the slopes of the falling phases of current decline. Time zero in the plot is the time at which the movement of the cell toward the Li^+^ solution interface was initiated. The delay between this time and the start of the current change is accounted for by the time necessary for the outer segment to reach this solution interface. (A) Measurements of PDE rates made before (thin line) and after (thick line) a 60-min exposure to 25 μM 11-cis retinal that reduced circulating current by a factor of 0.18. (B) Increased PDE rate in a different rod after exposure to bright light that bleached a fraction of the rhodopsin and reduced the circulating current by a factor of 0.19 (thick gray line), compared with the prebleached condition (thin black line).](jgp1280473f04){#fig4}

Partial Compensation for Channel Inhibition by Feedback onto Guanylate Cyclase
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It was of interest to measure the rate of cGMP synthesis, because channel closure lowers intracellular Ca^2+^ that then feeds back onto guanylate cyclase, leading to the reopening of CNG channels. A shortened integration time after treatment with 9-cis retinal would be consistent with enhanced guanylate cyclase activity (see above). Thus, our method would underestimate the degree of channel inhibition by retinoids if the steady-state cGMP concentration were assumed to be constant. For the measurement of cGMP synthetic activity, rods were rapidly perfused with IBMX to inhibit the PDE ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Circulating current increased with cGMP concentration as guanylate cyclase activity continued unopposed.

![Estimation of guanylate cyclase activity. The maximum of the first derivative of the cube root of the normalized current, d(J^1/3^)/dt from a rod during steps into 0.5 mM IBMX solution provides an estimate of the relative GC rates. The solution change was initiated as described in the legend of [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. (A) Similar rates of cGMP synthesis before (thin line) and after (thick line) 60 min of treatment with 25 μM 11-cis retinal that resulted in 0.15 inhibition of the circulating current. (B) 2.5-fold increase in the rate of cGMP synthesis in another rod after a fractional bleach of its rhodopsin that reduced the circulating current at steady state by a factor of 0.23 (prebleach, thin black line; postbleach, thick gray line).](jgp1280473f05){#fig5}

After establishing 0.16 ± 0.01 channel inhibition by exposure to 11-cis retinal, the rate of cGMP synthesis relative to the pretreatment value was 1.16 ± 0.15, *n* = 5 rods, i.e., not significantly different (e.g., [Fig. 5 A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). For this amount of channel inhibition, any increase in the rate of cGMP synthesis was below the resolution of the method. However, [Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows that a fractional reduction in dark current of 0.23 by background light increased guanylate cyclase activity 2.5-fold over its control value.

Lack of Channel Inhibition by Endogenous, Intracellular Retinoids
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Retinal is thought to inhibit the CNG channel upon binding to an intracellular site ([@bib50]; [@bib27]). So to facilitate channel inhibition, we exposed rods to bright light to bleach a large fraction of the rhodopsin and produce millimolar concentrations of ATR inside the rod outer segment. Retinol dehydrogenase reduces retinal to retinol on a time scale of tens of minutes (e.g., [@bib64]), but for the purpose of this experiment, the conversion is inconsequential because both types of retinoids are potent channel inhibitors. Experiments on two rods are shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Massive activation of the phototransduction cascade by the bleach kept all the cGMP-gated channels closed for many minutes. Eventually cascade activity subsided to a lower level (for reviews see [@bib49]; [@bib37]) and the rod recovered to a steady state with ∼0.30 of the circulating current present in darkness. If ATR released from bleached rhodopsin inhibited the channels, then removal of retinoids after the bleach should have increased the circulating current. The lack of change in the circulating current upon perfusion of eight rods with 0.3 μM CRBP II (e.g., [Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) was therefore evidence that channels were not inhibited.

![Absence of channel inhibition by retinoid after pigment bleaching. (A) The ordinate plots the amplitude of the response to a fixed flash strength, relative to the amplitude at the beginning of the recording. Saturating responses are plotted with filled symbols, while subsaturating responses or trials in which no response was observed were plotted with open symbols. Exposure to 3.5 × 10^8^ photons μm^−2^ at 500 nm at time = 0 min to bleach 91% of the rhodopsin eliminated the circulating current and desensitized the rod. Circulating current and sensitivity partially recovered after ∼40 min. No additional circulating current was obtained upon perfusion with 0.3 μM CRBP II to remove retinoids. (B) A second rod was exposed to 2.7 × 10^8^ photons μm^−2^ at 500 nm at time = 0 min to bleach 84% of the rhodopsin. 59.3 min later, the rod was perfused with 4 μM 9-cis retinal to regenerate the rhodopsin. The circulating current recovered completely to the prebleached level.](jgp1280473f06){#fig6}

In a second set of experiments we bleached 70--80% of the rhodopsin in rods and then regenerated their visual pigment with 9-cis retinal (*n* = 5) or 11-cis retinal (*n* = 2) to reopen channels that were closed due to cascade activation by opsin (e.g., [Fig. 6 B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The fractional level of circulating current was restored to 0.99 ± 0.01, indicating that the channels were not inhibited by the millimolar levels of ATR formed by bleaching rhodopsin nor by the 20--55-min perfusion with micromolar retinal provided for rhodopsin regeneration. Strictly speaking, salamander rods use a mixture of retinal (A~1~) and 3-dehydro retinal (A~2~) chromophores, with the latter predominating in aquatic animals (see below), therefore bleaching created ATR of both types. Since the effect of 3-dehydro ATR on the CNG channel has not yet been characterized, three rods from terrestrial salamanders, which contain predominantly A~1~-based rhodopsins, were subjected to ∼80% bleach of their visual pigment. In two rods, 9-cis retinal perfusion was initiated immediately after bleaching, while perfusion of the third rod was delayed for 45 min. In all three cases, the circulating current was restored completely within 40 min after treatment with 9-cis retinal (unpublished data), ruling out channel inhibition by photoisomerized 11-cis A~1~. Although a contribution of retinoid-mediated inhibition to channel closure during the period of intense cascade activation just after the bleach cannot be dismissed completely, it would seem unlikely given that any effect should grow with time, as the photointermediates of rhodopsin decay fully and release additional ATR. Bleaching rhodopsin only temporarily spared channels from inhibition by exogenously applied 9-cis retinal. Continued perfusion of one rod with 9-cis retinal after full restoration of the circulating current eventually caused 0.40 channel inhibition that was reversed at least in part with CRBP II before the end of the recording (unpublished data). Thus, neither all-trans A~1~ nor A~2~ produced at millimolar levels by bleaching rhodopsin resulted in channel inhibition.

Uptake of Retinal into the Outer Segment
----------------------------------------

The intracellular accumulation of retinoids in single cells was monitored by changes in absorbance with a microspectrophotometer (MSP). Untreated, dark-adapted rods from aquatic salamanders absorbed maximally near 512 nm, in general agreement with reports by others ([@bib20]; [@bib7]). In our sample of 102 rods from 15 salamanders, there was some variation in the spectral position of the absorbance maximum of rods across animals, but very little across rods from an individual animal. The variation in measured maxima can be accounted for by individual differences in the proportion of A~2~- and A~1~-based visual pigments in salamander ([@bib12]; [@bib41]; [@bib19]). After fitting the main absorption band with pigment templates ([@bib19]) and adjusting for the difference in extinction coefficients ([@bib3]; [@bib47]), the mixture was found to consist of 73% A~2~ and 27% A~1~. In 20 rods from a terrestrial animal, the distribution was 26% A~2~ and 74% A~1~.

When presented with 9-cis retinal, uptake by dark-adapted rods was variable even for neighboring cells in the same preparation ([Fig. 7, A--D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). After 1 h, retinoid accumulation inside the outer segment in the majority of rods was typically below the level of detection, ∼500 μM. But by 2 h or more, some rods amassed quite high concentrations of retinoid. Absorbance was optimal for light polarized parallel to the long axis of the rod, opposite to the situation with rhodopsin. Interestingly, the absorbance increase was maximal near 325 nm, rather than at 373--375 nm, where ATR and 9-cis retinal absorb maximally in ethanol. In 9 of 12 rod outer segments lacking their ellipsoids (ROSs), absorbance did increase maximally near 373 nm. Similar results were obtained with 11-cis retinal. Rods and ROSs with particularly high uptake are shown in [Fig. 7 (A--C)](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. The spectral position of the absorption band at 325 nm ([@bib58]) and its dependence upon the presence of the inner segment implicate reduction of the retinal to retinol in metabolically active rods ([@bib64]). Reduction could occur directly from cis retinals because they are substrates for the rod dehydrogenase, albeit poor ones ([@bib9]; [@bib30]; [@bib54]), or after thermal isomerization to ATR (compare [@bib9]). From the ratio of absorbances at 325 nm and 520 nm, measured with optimal polarization of the probe beam, and assuming similar extinction coefficients for 9-cis retinol and rhodopsin, we estimate that rods with the highest uptake contained as many as two retinol molecules per rhodopsin, i.e., ∼6 mM. [@bib21] reported considerable accumulation of 11-cis retinal in dark-adapted rods with very little retinol formation. Probably his 10-fold higher ethanolic concentrations and use of solutions that were saturated with nitrogen to stabilize the retinal promoted uptake but precluded NADPH production, which is requisite for the reduction of retinal to retinol.

![Microspectrophotometric measurements of retinoid uptake into outer segments that were attached to (*n* = 2 rods), A, or had detached from (*n* = 3 ROSs), B, their inner segments.Measurements were made before (black lines) and after (red lines) treatment with 9-cis retinal for ∼4 h with the probe beam polarized parallel (dashed lines) and perpendicular (continuous lines) to the outer segment axis. The ROSs in B were also treated with CRBPII for 2.5 h. Nevertheless, their absorbance at 370 nm was the highest of any ROS measured. Spectra from untreated outer segments were scaled by their absorbance at 280 nm. Spectra from treated outer segments were scaled so that the absorbance at 520 nm would match that of the corresponding untreated spectra. Absorbance increased at 325 nm in outer segments retaining an inner segment and at 370 nm in outer segments lacking an inner segment. (C) Normalized spectra from rods and ROSs, taken as the difference between the measurement with and without exposure to 9-cis retinal for the probe beam polarized parallel to the rod axis. (D) Slow, variable uptake of 9-cis retinal by rods. Measurements on 25 intact rods were made with the probe beam polarized perpendicular to the long axis of the outer segment. Normalized retinol content was determined by decomposition of the spectra of individual rods into A~1~ and A~2~ pigment components ([@bib19]), retinal, retinol, and the protein band absorbing at 502, 521, 373, 325, and 280 nm, respectively. Retinoid and protein absorption bands were assumed to be Gaussian in form. The amplitude of the retinol band was divided by that of the protein band to adjust for outer segment diameter. Serial results from the same rod were connected with a continuous line. Dashed lines demarcate the mean ± one standard deviation for 34 untreated rods.](jgp1280473f07){#fig7}

Although 0.3 μM CRBP II was very effective at reversing channel inhibition in physiological recordings from intact rods, it had little effect on the absorbance at 370 nm in treated ROSs as measured in MSP experiments. Only one ROS out of six showed any decline in retinal content after perfusion with CRBP II for nearly 1 h. Two other ROSs eventually lost ∼10% of their retinal content after \>3 h with CRBP II. These results are consistent with the existence of two separate retinoid pools, one accessible to the CNG channels in the plasma membrane and another not available to the channels, perhaps located at buffer sites in the interior of the rod outer segment, such as associated with opsin and/or disc membranes. Removal of retinol from intact rods in MSP experiments was difficult to evaluate, due to their generally low levels of retinoid uptake (i.e., \<500 μM, our approximate MSP detection limit).

Compared with dark-adapted rods, uptake of 9-cis and 11-cis retinal was fast in partially bleached rods, judging by the rapid initial regeneration of pigments absorbing at 484 or 502 nm, respectively ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Well over half of the bleached visual pigment (\>1 mM) regenerated within 40 min and was complete within ∼1.5 h, similar to the results reported by [@bib21].

![Rapid regeneration of rhodopsin in a bleached rod with 11-cis retinal. Absorption spectra are shown before bleaching (continuous black line), after bleaching with bright light at 500 nm (dotted black line), and after the addition of 30 μM 11-cis retinal (thin red line, 22 min treatment; thick red line, 42 min treatment).](jgp1280473f08){#fig8}

DISCUSSION
==========

The time course of 9-cis and 11-cis retinal inhibition of CNG channels in intact rods resembled that seen with application of ATR to the extracellular side of expressed channels ([@bib50]). In both cases, ∼20% inhibition was attained after exposure to a few hundred nanomolar retinal for 1 h. However, experiments on expressed channels were performed in the presence of saturating cGMP, whereas in dark adapted rods, the free \[cGMP\] is only a few micromolar ([@bib70]). Recordings of outside-out ROS membrane patches at low cGMP were not attempted in this study because the small currents and exceedingly slow onset of retinoid inhibition would have prevented us from achieving a steady-state condition or determining an accurate time course of channel closure (compare [@bib50]). The K~1/2~ of the channels for cGMP lies between 10 and \>50 μM, (for review see [@bib68]), so under physiological conditions, only 1--2% of channels in an intact rod are open. Since retinoids are closed state inhibitors ([@bib50]), the IC~50~ for CNG channels in the intact rod should drop to tens of nanomolar. On those grounds, CNG channels in intact salamander rods proved to be remarkably resistant to inhibition by retinoids.

Differences in species or subunit stoichiometry cannot explain this apparent resistance, because native channels in membrane patches excised from salamander rods exhibited an IC~50~ of 250 nM for ATR applied to the cytoplasmic side in saturating cGMP, nearly the same as for expressed bovine channels ([@bib10]; [@bib50]). Channel closure reduces the influx of Ca^2+^ into the rod and the lowered intracellular Ca^2+^ stimulates guanylate cyclase to synthesize cGMP at a faster rate. This feedback onto guanylate cyclase would partially compensate for channel inhibition. For the level of channel inhibition attained in our sample of rods, the magnitude of the feedback apparently was not great enough to produce significant differences in flash response integration time or in guanylate cyclase activity. Had cGMP synthesis increased by 1.16-fold (see Results), the cGMP concentration would have increased proportionately, and in the absence of channel inhibition, circulating current would have been 1.6-fold greater ([Eq. 3](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Then a measured fractional channel inhibition of 0.30 would have corresponded to a true inhibition of (1.6)(0.30) = 0.48. Even so, this fractional inhibition was still quite low given that the retinoid concentration was orders of magnitude greater than the IC~50~ for channels in excised patches in the presence of low levels of cGMP.

Perhaps cGMP-gated channels in intact rods are protected in some way. Channels are subject to phosphorylation by a serine/threonine kinase in rods and by a tyrosine kinase in oocytes ([@bib17]; [@bib52]). All of our experiments on expressed channels and native channels in excised patches were performed after channel dephosphorylation was substantially complete. Phosphorylated channels may have a reduced affinity for retinoids, or alternatively, retinoids might promote the dephosphorylated state of the channel, which opens at lower levels of cGMP. The soluble channel binding partner, Ca^2+^/calmodulin or a related protein ([@bib28], [@bib29]; [@bib18]), might interfere similarly with retinoid inhibition in intact rods.

The sluggish onset of inhibition did not result from an inability of retinal to enter the rod, because retinoids traverse and exchange between membranes rapidly ([@bib57]; [@bib14]; [@bib23]). Moreover, in our MSP experiments, application of 9-cis retinal to bleached rods regenerated millimolar quantities of rhodopsin inside the rod in a few tens of minutes. It may be that after crossing the plasma membrane, retinal must accumulate in the aqueous cytosol in order to bind and inhibit the channel. Although retinal and retinol do possess some solubility in water ([@bib63]), there is a strong tendency for them to partition into the membrane ([@bib53]). Some retinal binds to phosphatidylethanolamine covalently as a Schiff\'s base (e.g., [@bib65]). Thus the large disk membrane surface area inside the outer segment could minimize the aqueous concentration. The reduced membranous area in the bleb of an excised patch could explain why channel inhibition is produced by lower retinoid concentrations than in intact outer segments. Yet the affinity for membranes alone would seem inadequate because retinoids rapidly equilibrate between membrane compartments across an aqueous space ([@bib23]). Instead, there may exist in rods a more stable, high capacity retinoid buffer.

Opsin/rhodopsin appears to be a promising candidate for the major component of the buffer. Crude estimates suggest that opsins outnumber channels in a salamander rod outer segment by 6,000:1 (for review see [@bib55]). Perfusion of a rod with tens of micromolar 9-cis or 11-cis retinal for 1 h decreased the fractional circulating current by ∼0.30 in unbleached rods yet failed to do so in partially bleached rods. Instead of binding to the channel, retinal avidly bound to opsin and regenerated rhodopsin. ATR also binds opsin, enhancing its catalytic activity ([@bib16]; [@bib4]) and phosphorylation ([@bib26]; [@bib54]). However, ATR binds to a site that is distinct from the pigment-forming pocket for 11-cis retinal, because the presence of ATR actually slightly facilitates the regeneration of rhodopsin with 11-cis retinal ([@bib60]). Moreover, removal of the paired palmitates attached to cysteines 322 and 323 on opsin diminishes ATR-induced opsin activity but has little effect on light-dependent rhodopsin activity ([@bib60]). Thus after a bleach, opsin may retain ATR, even after reduction to retinol (for review see [@bib37]). If retinoid binding sites are also available on rhodopsin, then it could sequester retinoids and prevent channel inhibition.

CRBP II removed very little retinal from the ROSs, even after several hours. In contrast, CRBP II mediated recovery from retinal-induced channel inhibition within tens of minutes in every rod tested in single cell recordings. The development of channel inhibition by retinoid and its reversal by CRBP II without measurable changes in the outer segment retinoid content of rods and ROSs could indicate that channel behavior was governed by a small pool of free retinoid while MSP measurements registered a large pool of bound retinoid and that the two pools equilibrated slowly. Retinal bound to opsin rapidly and irreversibly, hence channel inhibition did not occur. But slower binding to rhodopsin supported a larger fraction of free retinoid that did close some channels.

The ability of the rod to withstand exposure to large amounts of retinoids without significant channel inhibition makes it unlikely that closure of the channel by retinoids constitutes any meaningful signaling pathway under normal physiological conditions. Even exposure to very bright light that bleached a substantial fraction of the millimolar rhodopsin content in the rod outer segment failed to elicit any significant retinoid inhibition of the CNG channel. It should be noted, however, that our experiments involved isolated rods. The presence of retinoid binding proteins in the interplexiform matrix and proximity to large stores of retinoids in the retinal pigment epithelium are important factors that need to be assessed for rods in the intact eye. Channel inhibition may also contribute to the slowed time course of dark adaptation characteristic of diseases such as Stargardt\'s ([@bib15]), wherein mutations in ABCR, the retina-specific, ATP-binding cassette transporter ([@bib1]), cause an abnormally high accumulation of ATR in rods ([@bib66]).
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